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The editors of HIKA are pleased to announce that the
R. A. Weaver Prize, a cash award of $25, will be
awarded in May for the best poem, short story or essay
that appears in the magazine this year, 1959-60. If the
judges so decide, the award may be split. Only the
magazine's co-editors are ineligible for the prize.
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BROCK COLE

The Limit for the Day
The kitchen of Stephen Mallor's farmhouse overlooked an empty
cowshed, and in November, when the sun at seven in the morning shone
through the tall windows, the room became a green island. It was an optical
prank of the glass, stringy with bubbles and the color of an old bottle. A cat
without a particular name would leap on to the breakfast table, lap delicately
at the small pool of milk left in a cereal bowl, and then, settling on its curled
paws, watch Mallor finish the first, and best cigarette of the day.
But one morning the cat was gone, and by seven o'clock Mallor a
been sitting alone for a long time. It was cold—he had not built a fire be
cause he was not hungry—and his canvas hunting jacket with the
P
lining was wrapped tightly around him. He was sitting very quietly, in *ing
slowly at the pale light which was beginning to force its way through
frost encrusted window. He was going hunting that morning with Marsi 10-for rabbits; and his shotgun was resting on the table. There were lead
streaks in the barrel where the blueing had worn off, and the grip ha
en
filed down to accommodate the smallness of his hand. The balance ha
en
ruined, but Mallor had become used to it. At another time perhaps, Mallor
11
would have traced with his finger the initials and dates that ha
scratched into the breech and buttplate, as if his touch could tell him
thing that his eyes couldn't. There were two letters and a number that ia
been etched with acid:
"G.H. 19-"
The shape of the "G" seemed foreign, perhaps German. Mallor would
think of that for a few moments until the letter became a pathetic, meaning
less mark; a flaw in the metal. He had bought the gun five years be ore
when a neighbor, an old man he had never known, had died and his pos
sessions been auctioned.
On this morning, however, because he had been unable to sleep, 01
because of an unpleasant dream, Mallor was thinking of his wife. Alexa ha
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been dead—he could not think when it happened—and to remember her
now after so long, was to feel that he had forgotten something important. It
was odd then, that he could remember exactly only her teeth; small, irregular,
and looking so sharp that he had been afraid she would tear his lips. He
had loved her, he was sure of that. For when she was dying, yellow and
sweating, and coughing up a pale vomit, he had been able to believe that
the opposite of love would be loneliness. Mallor began to think carefully in
words. In the beginning there was the loving; then the fear of ever being
alone again; then the pain and when it is over the wondering what you
have had whose loss cannot be felt; and finally the knowing that there is
really no difference between love and loneliness. They are both wanting. If
he was not so sure that she was dead, really dead, it might be different; but
as it is, he cannot think what he has forgotten. It is hard to think in words.
He looked from the window to his hands—there were yellow stains on the
first two fingers of each hand—and then back to the window. The sun
hadn't turned the glass green because of the frost. It was late, and Mallor,
picking up his game bag and gun, started out the backdoor for Marsilio's.
By climbing a small rise behind his barn, he reached Marsilio's front
meadow and began to walk toward the copse of pine at the far end which
concealed the Italian's house. To his right was a line of trees, and behind it
and higher was another with the yellow blur of the sun balanced on their
pointed tops. Mallor was able to recognize the birch and the sycamore by
the color of their bark, and one clump of willow that was like a faded ball
of reddish-yellow hair. The other trees he did not know from such a distance
when their shape and leaves were gone. Between the two lines of trees was a
river which he could not see from the meadow, but for which he always
looked. There was a road to Marsilio's. It led from the highway, passed in front
of Mallor's farm, and ended in the mud of Marsilio's barnyard. It twisted
back and forth over the boundary of the meadow, avoiding unseen pockets
of marsh, and seeming to seek and burrow through tunnels of bramble and
stubby, weed-like, trees. It had snowed the night before, but even in snow
the meadow was flat and easier walking. Easier than the road where the
snow hid the holes and jagged ruts which could twist an ankle. There was
another reason which made Mallor avoid the road, and he admitted it each
time he crossed the meadow.
When Marsilio had bought his land, he had driven up to Mallor's house
in a yellow Buick with red reflectors on the mudflaps. Leaning against the
fender of his car and twisting in his fingers a small plastic disk to which his
keys were attached, he had explained that while the road was good enough
for a tractor; a car, such as he possessed, would be mired down in the mud
or shattered by the bumps. Why not then, together, pave the road? The
surface of the plastic disk was ribbed and when the light fell on it in a
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certain way Mallor could see a picture of a girl in a middy blouse. The
Italian's fingers turned it in the light and the blouse disappeared. Yes,
Marsilio knew that gravel would be too expensive and not last anyway, but
he could get unlimited quantities of granite brick for practically nothing
and that together they could lay the brick on Sundays provided that Mallor
was not a religious man.
The road was nearly two miles long, and Stephen walked the length of
it with the Italian, pointing out the red clay and marsh, and drawing with
the end of a stick in the dust to explain the technical difficulties of building a
road; of the need for careful grading and the laying of a solid, dry base. He
drew a cross-section of a Roman road, built of several layers starting with
fine sand at the bottom. He was sure that this was the way it was done, for
these roads were still in existence and could be examined. Marsilio listened
carefully, turning his key ring in his fingers to make the blouse appear and
disappear, but he was still convinced that the road could be paved.
For two Sundays in a row, he drove by Mallor's farm hauling loads of
stone with his tractor. On the third Sunday, Malor listened for the entire
morning and most of the afternoon for the sound of Marsilio's diesel. He
had lived alone too long to pretend that he was not interested, and at four
o'clock he started up the road toward the other's farm. Marsilio had appar
ently realized that the job was impossible, or, and it was this that troubled
Mallor unreasonably, Marsilio might simply feel that the job was too much
to do alone, and Stephen was anxious to explain again why he could not
help. Under his arm he carried a volume of the World Book Encyclopedia
with a matchbook stuck in the section on Roman roads. Marsilio was not a
friend, but still it would not be good for him to be an enemy.
As Mallor approached the Italian's farmhouse, he saw that part of the
blocks had been laid; but because they were in even rows, rather than
staggcrcd, they had already begun to rut out. Looking up he saw Marsilio
standing in the shadows of the porch, watching him so quietly that it
seemed he could not have moved in a week. A young girl—Stephen saw
her only when he had begun to climb the steps—was standing beside him.
For a moment she caressed the hollow of her throat, and then let her hand
drop self-consciously. Marsilio smiled suddenly. This, he explained, pulling
the girl forward, is Anna. He was selling the yellow Buick because it was
too expensive to maintain. Mallor understood, of course, and was relieved
that there was no need to talk of the road. Sometimes—he did not know it
but it was when he thought of Anna—sometimes Mallor would like to speak
of it, but then he would remember that Marsilio and he were friends, and
that there are things friends understand without speaking.
Mallor shifted his shotgun from one shoulder to the other. If it was
unpleasant to think of the road, it was reasonable enough to avoid it and
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besides, the meadow was easier walking. It would snow. Or if it got much
warmer it would rain. It would not matter, but if Father Duvall came with
them, he might complain. The priest was a good shot and carried only a
4/10 to prove it, although he said it was because he could not afford another
gun. Still, Mallor thought, Father Duvall was not a good hunter. He talked
too much and when he was stalking he was conscious of the way he looked.
Stephen did not go directly into the house, but leaving his shotgun and
gamebag on the porch, walked around to the barn where he could hear the
Italian shouting at his hogs. Despite the snow, the ground of the pig pen
was already churned black. The mud here never froze. Sometimes during
the night a thin crust would form, but the sharp hooves of the hogs always
broke through. Marsilio was dressed in his hunting clothes; heavy leather
boots that came up to his thighs, corduroy pants, and a sheepskin jacket
with the wool turned in but breaking through in tufts where the varnished
leather had cracked. The hogs, unhampered by the mud, bounded around
him on their stiff, hard legs, grunting and rooting at his boots while he
tried by kicking and swinging a short, heavy stick, to drive the larger sows
away from the trough. They screamed and grunted whenever the stick
clicked against the barbs in their snouts or a boot crushed into their dugs.
Seeing Stephen, Marsilio threw up his arms helplessly and pushed toward
the fence. One of the sows followed him, gnawing and sobbing at his heels
until he kicked her hard. He smiled and shook hands across the fence with
Stephen. His face was red and had fine, black hair high on his cheeks where
he had neglected to shave.
"It's hopeless. The fat sows get fatter, and the others . . . what food
they get they use up trying to get more or turn into gristle." He told Stephen
this often, and expected the same answer. It was, Mallor felt, like a sign
and countersign so that friends could not be deceived.
"Why don't you build feeding pens? With slats so only the young ones
can get through."
"My sows are too strong. They'd break up the pens and eat the wood.
Forget them. Have you eaten? Even if you said 'yes' I would know better.
Go tell Anna, and I'll be in soon." He turned and charged at the hogs again.
Only the young ones scattered. Mallor walked slowly toward the house. He
did not like to be alone with Anna. She did not understand that he was
Marsilio's friend and did not like to talk of him with others.
Marsilio had not come in when she put some bacon and beans on the
table for Stephen.
"Why don't you eat, Stephen? You should eat more. Marsilio, he eats
all the time," she said pulling up a chair for herself.
"I ate at home."
"What?"
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"I am used to eating alone." She said nothing for a moment, but went
to the stove and poured out two cups of coffee. Anna, he thought, does not
eat much, but it would be better if she did. She had strong bones, but be
cause they had no flesh, they looked as if they would break easily. Stephen
did not desire her himself. After Alexa had died he would go into town
on Sunday afternoons, but when he realized it was only a habit and not a
need, he stopped. Still, he could understand what Marsilio felt. She had big
eyes and was sometimes afraid.
"Stephen," Anna said, setting the cups on the table, "1 know you don't
like to talk about this. No, don't say anything because 1 know you don't
like it, but I'm not happy here. Marsilio ... he does things to me that I don't
like." She began to shape the crumbs beside her coffee cup into wedge-shaped
little crescents. Mallor took a Marlboro cigarette package from the breast
pocket of his jacket. Inside the crush proof box was a pack of Camels.
"Is Father Duvall coming today?" he asked, lighting a cigarette.
"If you would listen to me, you'd know that I'd said something
shocking."
"I heard you. You said that you were not happy here. What do you
want me to say, Anna?" He thought of Alexa and that there was no differ
ence between love and loneliness.
"We cannot expect to be happy," he paused, and then added, "We can
not expect to be happy all the time." Anna bit her lower lip, but said nothing.
Her teeth were small and had streaks of blue around the edges.
"I had that dream again last night," she said carefully, and looked up
at Stephen.
"What dream?"
"I told you about it. I had it when I was sick and last night I had
it again."
"You said you couldn't remember it."
"I remembered it this morning."
Mallor looked at the kitchen door, imagining but never believing for a
moment that he heard Marsilio's boots on the porch. Suddenly, because it
was too quiet, he asked, "Was it in black and white or technicolor?"
"1 echnicolor. I was sitting in a garden and he was at this table . . . you
know, one of those little green tables like they have in the drugstore, only I
couldn't see what he was doing because his back was to me."
I read that there's no such thing as technicolor dreams."
It doesn t matter if you listen. Mr. and Mrs. Cranshaw . . . you know,
the woman with the ... what do you call it?" Mallor thought of the woman
who sat in an easy chair behind the meat counter in the grocery, perpetually
kneading her swollen and crippled knuckles into the back of a small white
lapdog.
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"Dog."
"No. Pomeranian. They were watching him and talking this way." Anna
attempted to mimic the couple; first frowning at her coffee cup and nodding,
and then turning her head to one side so that her long hair fell away from
the curve of her cheek and making small kissing movements with her mouth.
When she saw that Mallor didn't understand, she explained, "They had to
talk in each other's ear because these birds . . . like crows only smaller?
Mallor shook his head and she continued, "Grackles. These grackles
were making noises in the trees."
"What were thev saving?"
"What?"
"What were Mr. and Mrs. Cranshaw saying?' Anna watched Stephen
drop four lumps of sugar into his coffee.
"They ... I couldn't hear what they were saying because of the birds,
but sometimes I could almost hear them." They were both silent for a
moment, and the girl watched Stephen so intently as he stirred his coffee that
he finally laid the spoon in the saucer.
"What happened then?"
"He turned around."
"Mr. Cranshaw?"
"No, him" Anna pushed out of shape one of the crumb crescents beside
her cup, and went on quietly, as if she wasn't sure that she wanted Mallor
to hear.
"He had a dead baby, and he was giving it to me."
"That," Mallor crushed out his cigarette, "That, is a lie." Anna got up
and began to stack the coffee cups. There were four on the table, and she
poured all the dregs into one and put it on top.
"Anna, you are acting like a child, like a little child. I don't understand
why you make these things up. What do you want me to say? You . . . you
don't even know the Cranshaws!" Anna began to sing over the sink and
Stephen went out on to the porch, wondering why he had thought it
important that she know the people in her dreams. The sun was well above
the trees now, and turning white behind the overcast of the sky. He thought
of his kitchen which was like a green island when the sun shone through
the glass in a certain way. Marsilio was squatting alone as a cat at the end
of his brick pavement, staring down the road.
"I can hear them coming," he said, nodding at the road where it dis
appeared into the trees as Stephen walked up behind him. After a few
moments Mallor could hear the priest's jeep; the engine racing in second
gear and the tires making a hollow booming sound as they were wrenched
back and forth in the ruts.
"Marsilio, how old is Anna?"
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"I don't know, sixteen? Why?"
"No reason. I think she's unhappy about something."
"Maybe. She is lonely sometimes." Marsilio went back into the house
for his gun and gamebag as the jeep came out of the trees and stopped short
of the granite rubble. Father Duvall waved and a boy whom Stephen had
not seen before got out of the jeep with him.
"Stephen," the priest said, rubbing Mallor's hand between his own in an
unpleasant way, "I'm sorry we're late. Where's Marsilio? Still in bed?" He
squinted over Mallor's shoulder and then said, "Marsilio! Come over here.
I want you to meet my nephew. Stephen, this is my nephew, Paul." He
half-turned and the boy stepped forward and held out his hand. He blushed
and pulled it back when he saw that he had forgotten to take off his mittens.
They were of black wool with red and yellow flowers embroidered on
the backs.
"Are you sure you can hunt with those?" Mallor asked as they shook
hands. The boy stuffed them into the pocket of his jacket.
"It's all right. They're old." His shooting jacket was old too, but did not
have the shiny streaks in the suede shoulder pad that the butt of a rifle
leaves. A white scarf had been carefully arranged around the boy's throat,
and he held his chin high above it. Perhaps a woman would have said that
he looked like his uncle, but the bones of his cheeks were too high and his
skin was not burnt, but olive, and his eyes were big and moist brown. Mallor
did not like him. The skin under his chin looked too soft and womanish
and his upper lip was so short that it would not close, but instead arched a
little above his teeth.
Marsilio joined them, glanced absently at the priest, and then more
closely at Paul.
You are late," he said, fumbling with the drawstring of his gamebag.
It was of net, and there were two green wine bottles inside.
Anna will give you something to eat, but you must hurry if we're
going to get anything at all." He looked up questioningly at the boy.
You have never hunted?" The boy hesitated and then looked at Father
Duvall as if he had been asked a question he did not understand.
It s all right, the priest said. "It's all right, Marsilio. We'll hunt in
pairs. Paul and I will hunt together." Marsilio laughed and began to force
his fingers into the net of his gamebag.
No, Father. If I m going to be shot I want to see it coming. The boy
can hunt with me."
No, don t worry, Marsilio. We don't want to spoil your hunting, do
we, Paul ? Duvall put his arm around Paul's shoulder, but the boy held his
head stiffly away from the smiling face of the priest.
Do you want to be a good hunter, Paul?" Marsilio and the boy con-
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templated each other silently until the priest dropped his arm and slapped
at his sides nervously.
"I will take the boy," Marsilio said flatly, and as he swung the bag over
his shouder, the green bottles clanked against each other.
"There is no need to argue, Father. You are a good priest, but as a
hunter, you are just another man. Who can teach Paul more about these
things? I know this land. It's mine. And—I say this because as hunters we
must be honest—I am the best hunter here."
It was understood that they would hunt downstream, two on each side
of the river. Stephen and Father Duvall would have to make a crossing at a
small dam which Marsilio had built. It meant walking a short distance
upstream and as the three men and the boy crossed the meadow toward the
line of trees they began to drift slowly apart. Once Father Duvall lost his
footing and fell heavily, throwing his 4/10 away from him. The boy did not
look, but held his chin higher above the white scarf. As they crossed the
dam, Mallor and the priest lost sight of the others entirely. The river had
flooded several years before and along the bank were piles of driftwood and
trash laced together by brambles and small trees. In the past they had flushed
game from a large one near the dam, and Mallor motioned the priest to
circle it on the opposite side. Duvall did not notice and stopped beside him.
"I tell you," he said, squinting absently into the thicket, "I was afraid
that Marsilio might not like my bringing Paul. Do you think there's any
thing in there?" He pointed with his shotgun.
"I don't know. Go round to the other side."
"I doubt it. No feed down here." The priest tramped noisily around the
pile, his arms held out stiffly to preserve his balance.
"See anything?" he shouted from the other side.
"No." Mallor suddenly realized how tired he was, and felt angry with
the priest when he returned. The clerical collar was stained with sweat, and
Duvall mopped at his throat with his handkerchief. His hands were biggrained and pink with cold.
"If we want to get anything, we had better spread out, Father."
"Yes, I suppose so." They walked together for a few steps.
"Go over there, Father. Start over there." Mallor's voice was softer than
he had intended, and the priest did not seem to hear.
"I hope ... I hope everything will be all right," he said finally.
"Marsilio is a good hunter."
"I know, I know. But somehow it doesn't seem right, does it? I mean
Paul is only a boy."
"What do you mean, Father?"
"Well, I mean that ... I know he's a good hunter, but I don't think he
understands children." Duvall's face flushed with what he was trying to
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say. "I would be happier if Paul were with me, or you."
"1 don't understand children either."
"Well, but you care, don't you care? You do care, don't your" The two
men stop^d and faced each other in the damp snow. The priest breathed
heavily through his mouth and drops of clear fluid threatened to run from
his nose over his red, shaven upper lip. What do you want me to do? Stephen
thought, but he did not say it. Somehow the other expected him to under
stand. It was unreasonable.
"Marsilio is a good hunter. Paul will be all right.
"Well," Father Duvall sighed and shrugged his shoulders, "I guess
there's nothing for us to do but hunt, Umr ' He turned and walked from
Stephen in the direction of the river. Mallor hitched his shotgun into the
crook of his arm and started up the slope towards the highest line of trees.
Perhaps it would snow before noon. The sky was colorless, or the color
of a milky pool of water, clear around the edges. It was bright and hurt his
eyes, and he picked up handfuls of snow and rubbed it into them and over
his cheeks and forehead. The sound of a shotgun, so deep and fundamental
that it seemed to jar the world in his vision, broke upon him from downriver.
As in a dream he saw Marsilio catch up a rabbit in his hands and hold it up
for the boy's inspection. It shuddered slightly and Marsilio wrenched off its
head; a trick to do cleanly without pulling out the spongy threads of flesh
from beneath the skin of the throat. Marsilio slit open the white belly and
scooped out the guts. They made a hissing sound as he tossed them into
the snow. Paul watched, his upper lip pulled far back over the arch of his
teeth. He was smiling but did not look it. He glanced from Marsilio s hands,
shiny with a clear yellow fluid, to his face and then back. He took off his
mitten when he put his hand lightly and casually on the Italian s shoulder,
but his eyes closed at the touch.
Stephen heard another sound, of pellets smacking through the brush.
Father Duvall, down further on the slope, moved slowly toward him. He
flicked a shell out of his gun with his fingernails.
"What did you say?" The priest pushed another shell into the breech
and looked up.
"I said I think it's over there ... No, wait. Here it is." He turned to one
side and after a few steps picked up a rabbit. The fur was ruffled and would
not stay down, but stood in soft gray and brown tuffs, white at the roots.
"Is it dead?"
The priest smiled, "Of course. I heard shots across the river. They might
have something." He held up the rabbit by its hind legs and it pivoted
slowly in his hand.
"Clean shot," Mallor said automatically. Duvall smiled and field-stripped
the carcass hurriedly as if he were afraid of appearing too proud. He stuffed
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the guts back under the trunk of a windfall and kicked snow and mud over
them. Mallor watched him pull on his gloves. He had never noticed how
strong and slender Duvall's hands were; but then—the thought seemed
odd because it had not occurred to him before—but then, Father Duvall
was not an old man.
Stephen felt he was not hunting well that morning. His legs began to
ache and he coughed up yellow globs of phlegm periodically. Several times
he noticed small threads of blood in the discharge, like embryos in the yolk
of an egg. Usually when he hunted he could forget his body, or be aware of
it as one is aware of the body of a dancer when it is strong and moves
without thought. But now he was too tired. He remembered that he had
not been able to sleep or eat that morning. His eyelids felt dry and crusted
and his vision blurred when he blinked. He could not remember when
Father Duvall had left him, and he climbed to the top of the slope alone.
There he looked back and thought of the pain in his chest. His lungs felt
swollen and would not suck enough air.
It was beginning to snow again, mixed with rain. It descended in a
greasy curtain over the river and the trees, and over the meadow where
Marsilio pushed through the wet grass, motioning for the boy to run or
stand still, and over the tangle of young willow and cane which pulled at
the priest's clothing as he forced his way into it.
It would be better, Mallor thought, to walk downstream to the hut where
they always met. He would build a fire and wait for them there. He would
explain that he did not feel well. It was nothing serious. A cold. No, he
would not have a fever. The blood in his spittle was a result of a too violent
fit of coughing—but then they would not know of that, and he would not
tell them.
It was difficult to walk even at the top of the slope where the brush
was thin, and Marsilio was already building a fire in the hut when Mallor
reached it. The cast iron stove was in the center of the room. Marsilio was
kneeling in front of the open door, fanning the flame with a folded news
paper. The heavy muscles of his thighs strained against the cloth of his
trousers and although the room was still cold, there were beads of sweat on
his temples and along his hairline. Mallor put down his game bag and
shotgun on one of the benches that lined the walls of the hut.
"Ah, Stephen," Marsilio began, slamming shut the door of the stove.
Hungry?" he smiled slyly and picked up a purple and yellow carcass
impaled upon a spit.
"I don't know . . . yes, I think so. I couldn't eat this morning." After a
moment he thought to ask, "Where's Paul?"
"Getting some green wood. We forgot to put some of the old stuff inside
I last time and it's soaked."
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Marsilio had begun to fasten the spit to two pronged devices that stood
up on each side of the stove like horns.
The two prongs on which the spit turned could be shortened or
lengthened by the adjustment of the thumb screws which held them in
their sockets. Marsilio spent several minutes getting their height exactly
right. When he felt that the carcass would be the proper distance above the
coals, he took a wax paper packet of bacon from his game bag and fastened
two thick strips to the rabbit with sharpened twigs. He would not use
match sticks because they contained a chemical which ruined the taste of
the meat. How well I am seeing these things, Mallor thought.
He sat down awkwardly on one of the benches and pulled the collar of
his coat up around his ears. After a while his hands began to get cold, but
he did not move for fear of disturbing the fragile cocoon of warmth which
surrounded him. It was cold—the morning's snow had given the skylight
a milky opacity—and difficult to sleep. He became conscious of a flock of
birds which was circling noisily overhead. Occasionally one would collide
with a wall or the skylight, fall, and catch itself in mid-air. Mallor closed
his eyes and their clatter increased as his mind with unexpected acuity con
centrated upon his hearing. Only his body, which yesterday had been so
strong and resilient, desired sleep. If it were not for the birds . . . Mallor
opened his eyes with a great effort and looked around to see who had dis
turbed them. Father Duvall was standing at the door watching him intently.
He was tapping on the slate floor with the butt of his shotgun. It sounded
like a woman's heels in church. When he saw that he had been noticed,
Duvall looked away nervously and began to tap more rapidly.
"Stop it!"
As if he had been waiting for exactly those words, Duvall ran across
the room and leaned over Stephen.
Why did you let the fire go out?" he demanded. His cheeks shuddered
as he clamped his teeth over his rage. He was a bigger man than Stephen
had imagined.
"Marsilio, he ..
Always Marsilio, the priest interrupted. "The boy brings green wood
and you let the fire go out." Mallor was comforted by the knowledge that
if he were not so tired, he would be angry at this abuse.
I am tired, so tired. The priest smiled and nodded sympathetically.
Yes, of course. Alexa, he said, and Stephen thanked him before he
thought better of it.
Here. Marsilio gave him a green bottle of wine. It was already half
empty, but Mallor was not sure whether it was he or the Italian who had
drunk it.
Father Duvall held the spit steady while Marsilio cut up the rabbit. He
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did not offer Mallor his share, but when Stephen threw back his head to
protest, he hit it violently against the wall.
"Stephen, are you all right?" the priest asked.
"Yes. I hit my head."
"Here, you've had too much to drink." Marsilio laughed and looked at
Paul when he took the bottle out of Mallor's hand. The boy laughed too.
Like a gargoyle, Stephen thought, and tried to spit.
"I didn't drink anything at all! It goes to my head because I'm tired
and didn't eat this morning."
"Anna saw you eat."
"Anna lies. She tells you lies, Marsilio!"
"You mavbc. Not me."
"It is the road. You are angry with me about the road. I tried to tell
you why . .
"The road isn't important anymore."
"You killed a man once!" Mallor shouted, as if it were something he
had just learned. His cold hands lay quietly in his lap, but he threw back
his head and yelled, "You did! Deny it!"
Marsilio's face was so expressionless that Mallor thought the Italian did
not recognize him.
"It is true," Marsilio finally said to Father Duvall, who was shaking his
head like a brown leaf.
"I am not ashamed to tell you. Although the story is a shame to me. It
was over a woman. Paul, men kill over women sometimes. It is sad but true,"
he paused and drank from the green bottle. "He did not die right away. I
thought he was dead and I ran, but he wasn't and his brothers came after
me. They found me in my uncle's stable and I thought they would kill me."
As he talked he became excited and getting up, began to walk around the
room. "I wasn't afraid, and I told them I would kill them too. I said that.
I will kill you too.' But they told me that DeMarca, that was the man with
my knife in here," he jabbed at his navel with his forefinger. "They said
he wanted to see me. That is unnatural," Marsilio paused. He was breathing
heavily through his mouth. He looked at Paul as if he expected to be con
tradicted. "Unnatural! I admit it. I screamed and tried to get away, but
they kept dragging me back. They did something to me later that most men
would say is the worst, but I was not afraid of that, but of DeMarca. They
took me to his house, and I screamed all the way, and I didn't care that
women saw me." He drank again, and some of the wine trickled from
each corner of his mouth. He drank until the bottle was empty.
"Do you know what he did?" Marsilio advanced upon Paul with his
arms outstretched, but before he had taken more than two steps, the priest
had seized him around the chest and was trying to force him in the direction
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of the door. Marsilio picked him up and threw him aside so that his spine
was bent over the edge of one of the benches.
"Do you know what he did?" Marsilio shouted at Paul again, and
clapping his hands over the boy's ears, kissed him wetly on the mouth.
Father Duvall tried to drag himself toward Mallor, clutching with one hand
at his injured back.
"No," he said, looking only at Stephen, "No."
"Is it my fault, Father?" Stephen asked. Marsilio was attempting to
force the boy to the floor.
"Is it my fault?" he asked again, but at the same instant he threw himself
at Marsilio, his numb hands groping for the Italian's throat through the
sheepskin collar.
The room collapsed suddenly to its usual size. There was the stove with
its two prongs like horns. His shotgun and gamebag were resting on the
bench by the door. He tried to stand up, but his knees gave suddenly away
and he fell backwards.
"This is silly, Marsilio; we're hunting rabbits," he said in a normal voice
But it was as if he were the victim that Marsilio had been hunting all this
time, and he felt the heavy thighs of the Italian close around his waist, and
the knife that had slit the throat of so many rabbits grate against his
breastbone.

JOHN M. ANDERSON

Blind Girl
Sad darling trained to subtle cares, relax
And rest your twisting eyes. One who follows
The glancing life is caught; it reacts
To hold us glazed, trapped in lidded hollows.
Some come to cheer with talk of dogs and braille
Those consolations of our own dark age—
Fools would smash quicksilvered glass; they fail
To see the beauty reflections can engage.
Dear child, do not turn sockets out of place;
Keep the sculptured stare fixed in firmity.
The concentration of the classic face
Lies in eyes still mirrored by sanctity
Within which shine the gentle lights of grace
When catching sight of quiet ecstacy.

CHRISTOPHER WARD

Still-Life
Orlando musing on Corelli hums
His pale blue cannon.
T oday The New Yor^ Times explains:
That once again the Swiss Exchange has bolstered up
The fogbound Anglo-Saxon purse. Churchill in Fleet Street
Dreaming of Hitler spares
Lord Grey his squandered memories of Verdun,
Lights out of Europe going bad turn worse,
The House of Rothschild may assume regrets,
All national spending is a personal art.
Orlando sighs,
if but a man could play his part.
Over his rosewood chessboard from Cologne
Orlando zones the seven seas. Beside him sits
Proud Charlotte, gentleman's Medusa, she
His plutocrat in pincurls sifts
Old information for his homemade war.
Two high-church gargoyles in retreat
Orlando and his Charlotte cry,
we must be beautiful before we die.
Last year they knew that all was well.
Orlando has no name for hell.
His hungry pawns stand puzzling space,
Like gentlemen, they keep in place.

MICHAEL S. KISCHNER

The Angel
Although the average degree of intellect in the village of Aurora was
low enough to assure a good amount of credulity among its people, even
they might have required a little prodding to believe that a man had been
visited by an angel. But when Rufus Hanes reported just such an occurrence,
he was unanimously taken at his word.
For Hanes was the equivalent of what a more urban community would
have called its "pillar." If the village school had been large enough to house a
P.T.A., Hanes would have presided over it; if the school's single teacher
had had time from his more important duties as priest to lower the illiteracy
enough to warrant the founding of a library, Hanes would have headed the
fund-drive for this purpose, and the building would surely have borne his
name; if Aurora's youth had had time from its work in the fields to become
delinquent, he would have organized the committee to save it.
Aurora had its own set of criteria by which to evaluate a citizen, how
ever, and it was the extent to which Hanes filled these that had earned him
his respect as a model resident. A very devout man, he was Father Moore's
self-appointed assistant in church affairs, and it was largely due to the
vividness with which he went around portraying the wrath of God to be
incurred by absence from Sunday worship that Aurora's little church was
full each week. He was among the elders in the village and of that group
possessed the best memory, which was often consulted in matters concerning
tradition and precedent. Age had by no means prevented him from keeping
his farm the best maintained in the region, and he never spared wise words
from those whose land fared less well.
Hanes was generous with his love and had a little for everybody. But
by far the greatest portion of it was saved for Truth. Of this he would stand
for no violation. As well known and admired as his usually mild tempcf
was the vehemence with which he countered the slightest deviation from
facts. It was said that he joined the men each night at Beer House mainly
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to be present lest tongues become too relaxed. Exaggerations, so popular in
the storytelling of the others, were short-lived when Hanes was there to hear
them. No, he would interrupt, Bill couldn't possibly remember the winter
they had sixteen inches of snow, because the highest ever recorded in the
county was twelve; no, Aurora had never been flooded by three weeks of
incessant rain, the longest spell ever recorded in the county having been
sixteen days. If his insistence on facts ever inspired resentment, his command
of them quickly turned it to awe.
So when Hanes came to Beer House one night and announced that he
had just talked with an angel, doubt was the sole emotion completely unfelt
by the group. If an angel chose to call on anybody it would be Hanes, and
he was instantly surrounded by all present and assailed with as many de
mands to know what she had said.
"Tweren't no she, it was a he," Hanes said. "And what he said was
'Rufus Hanes, start gettin' ready, friend, 'cause I'm comin' fer you soon.'
'When, angel?' says I. And he just smiles friendly and mysterious like and
says, 'Can't tell yet, but the Lord'll be sendin' me sometime soon. Just start
gettin' ready.' Then he went away."
He took the beer that had hastily been placed before him and drank
slowly, studying from behind his glass with amused eyes his awe-struck
audience. None dared break the silence that had enveloped the room.
"What . . . what you goin' to do, Rufus," one of the younger men
finally ventured in a whisper.
"Why, what d'you thinly I'm goin' to do?" Hanes bellowed in such a
normal tone that the group started. "Just what the angel told me to do,
that's what I'm goin' to do! Goin' to start gettin' ready!"
The answer revealed the question to have been so obvious that the man
was crushed. Still he couldn't help once more braving Hanes's censure, in
which all the others naturally joined.
"I mean . . . well, how d'you do that? How d'you go about gettin'
ready?"
Hanes had apparently given that little thought. He was almost stopped
for an answer.
"Well," he started, "I s'pose the first man to see would be Father
Moore—I mean, you gotta settle with the Lord 'fore you meet Him. Then I
gotta get me a lawyer in Glenville and see about a will. I mean, I gotta leave
old Berdine somethin' to live on." Berdine was Hanes's wife, a frail, meek
woman, the exact opposite of rural wifehood, whose relations with her
husband were similar to those of everyone else—deferential and a little
uneasy.
Several suggestions were forwarded to Hanes concerning the measures
to be taken before the angel came again. His passing, unique in having
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been forecast, could by this very quality be the most beautifully planned
death Aurora had ever experienced. While in Glenville, Hanes might choose
his own coffin. He could choose the hymns to be sung for him and Father
Moore would have time to teach them to the congregation. Maybe he could
spend a little money on a suit for the occasion. The interest Hanes showed
in the ideas of others encouraged many more, and the remainder of the
evening was spent in lively discussion in which it was generally agreed that
Hanes must not lose this opportunity to leave life in all the dignity with
which he had lived it. The men went home to tell their wives, and by morn
ing all Aurora knew that an angel had come and given Hanes notice.
Father Moore's sermon on the Sunday following the news was naturally
concerned with Hanes's experience. Life in Aurora was hardly of the sort
to furnish frequent chances for timely lectures, and the priest seized upon
this one with relish. A warning of this kind, he said, was a favor bestowed
only upon those in God's best graces. When death struck suddenly it was
obvious the Almighty was angry, for only then would He act on the
moment. Let all men live, as did Hanes, and Hezekiah before him, lives
made bright by the fear of God, lives as steady and industrious and humble
as that of a snail and lives surrounded, like a snail, by a shell of faith and
virtue into which to retire, quickly, at the first appearance of doubt or sin.
Let all model themselves on Rufus Hanes and possibly thev, too, would be
forewarned and given ample time to prepare for the day when the Lord
sent His messenger to lead them gently away. Granted that Berdine Hanes
must soon suffer the loss of a good and beloved husband. But to how
many wives was awarded a period of time in which to preaccustom them
selves to such a loss, to how many husbands the peace of mind of knowing
that their loved ones were not to be left destitute? To few, very few. For
the haste with which God acts in displeasure punishes also one's family.
It sermons were filed in the county seat Hanes might well have said
that he had inspired the most effective sermon ever recorded in the county.
The advance measures to be taken turned out to be disappointingly
few, and in a ^ew days Aurora found itself with nothing left to do but wait.
Each night Hanes went to Beer House as usual, and his every entrance was
greeted by an eager raising of every head. He would chuckle, utter a mock
apo og\ and sit down for the evening, wondering secretly just to what
extent the others took the apology as the jest it was. But the angel's delay
gave rise to no scepticism. He was apparently biding his time and—yes, the
priest had delivered an excellent sermon-was giving Hanes a generous
amount of time for preparation. Every passing week became for Father
oore a convenient symbol of divine magnanimity toward the virtuous
anes. is sermons made no less an impression for being repetitious, how
ever, and there was a noticeable rise in devotion in the flock.
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Father Moore's house was visible from the window of Beer House, and
when one night Hanes was overdue the men kept an excited watch on the
priest's front door, waiting for Berdine Hanes to appear-their cue to rush
to the Hanes's farm for the event. When closing time approached with no
sign of Berdine it was generally agreed that things must be taken into other
hands. They called on the priest, explained the situation, and he agreed to
go to the farm.
When the group arived, Father Moore bade them wait outside and
went in himself. He found Hanes sitting up in bed, smiling.
"The boys tell me you want me, Rufus."
"That ain't too far wrong, Father," he said. But it ain t right, either.
The angel came, but not to take me. I musta eaten too much at dinner, and
afore I knew it I couldn't stand up, my belly was achin so bad. I made it
to bed and suddenly the angel come in and I felt all right again.
"Did you get to talk with the angel, Rufus r'
"Oh, we had ourselves a nice talk. When he come in 1 reckoned he was
goin' to take me along, an I asked him if he'd gimme a little while to call
you. 'No call fer that, friend,' he says. 'I came to put you outta your pain,
not take you with me.' 'I sure appreciate that, angel, sa\s I. You weren t
hardly in afore I started feelin' just fine. Well, that s all I came for. He s
about to leave but I stopped him and asked him mebbe he could tell me
when to expect him fer the real thing. An he says, Friend, I cain t tell \ou
the exact day, but I'll tell you this: the next time you start hurtin' you know
* »»
I'll be along, and it'll be then.
In church the following Sunday Father Moore told of the angel s second
visit to Rufus Hanes. The congregation then joined him in a special prayer
for the health of Hanes. In the sermon the priest said that, though he was
far from doubting the efficacy of prayer, yet the time must come when the
Lord, Whose wisdom cannot always bow to our desires, must see fit to call
Hanes. At that time, though he appreciated the more than understandable
universal concern for Hanes, he must insist that no one come inside the
house until the angel had come and gone. It was apparent in any case that,
they being sinners, they would not be able to see the angel anyway.
Soon after, Hanes suffered another attack of stomach pains, this one
on leaving a church service. He was taken home and made comfortable in
bed. Berdine gave him something that eased the pain, and he was able to
dress into his new suit and relax with his pipe. The undertaker, prepared
for a sudden call, soon arrived from Glenville. With the exception of Father
Moore and Berdine, he was the only person allowed in the house. Having
made as many preliminary arrangements as an undertaker can make, he
now busied himself in the capacity of official communicator of the happen
ings inside the Hanes household to the crowd outside. In spite of all the
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priest had said, they were slightly incensed with his stipulation that they all
remain outside.
They were a large group and growing. Children had been dragged
there by their parents. They were kept from growing restless, however, by
the presence of the undertaker's hearse, which he had backed up before the
front door. They were happily taking turns at the wheel, and the only real
complainers were the youngest ones who were not allowed a turn by the
bigger children.
Inside, Hanes began to feel uncomfortable enough to put his pipe away.
Father Moore delivered the last rites. The undertaker stole out of the room
and came to the front door, from where he gave the crowd to know the
time had come. The hush even affected the children, who were all silent
except one—a curly-haired infant-blond little boy of four with tears bathing
his ruddy cheeks, who was trying in vain to get up into the hearse, of which
the older children had by now tired.
Even the most God-fearing in the crowd had to restrain themselves not
to ignore the priest's orders and come in. Hanes, whose pain was again less,
folded his hands across his chest. He wanted to close his eyes but found it
difficult. The undertaker made another stealthy trip to the front door to
shake his head apologetically at the crowd.
And the crowd was beginning to feel that apologies were due them,
especially as it was beginning to rain. They were soaked and annoyed. The
men muttered that at least the women should be allowed to take refuge
inside. Father Moore and Berdine persisted in their refusal to let anyone in.
Soon the drizzle became a downpour, the grumbling a growl. When the
rain was slight it had been a convenient excuse on which to gain entrance,
but now it was honest justification for angry demands. When several men
tried to force the door, the sheriff was called from Glenville. He took his
post before the door.
Across the prematurely dark skies, thunder and lightning chased each
other. Children implored deaf parents to take them home. The only child
whose shrieks were rewarded was the little four-year-old whose father had
finally lifted him into the hearse and who was now quite content at the
wheel. The discontent became menacing, and the sheriff nervously fingered
is gun. Hanes had fallen asleep, a fact of which the undertaker loyally
informed the people outside, thus contributing helpfully to their indignation.
With reinforcements from Glenville, the crowd had reached mob propor
tions and threatened to stampede. The sheriff was driven to threaten any
oncomer with shooting.
Sue enlv the little boy in the hearse happened on the horn, which he
^ Proceeded to sound. One of the men next to the vehicle opened
t e oor to stop the child. His eyes fell on the keys left in the ignition. The
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child was yanked out of the hearse. The man jumped in, and in a moment
the hearse was in reverse and speeding toward the front door. The sheriff
dived to the side and landed next to the child. The hearse encountered no
obstacle before the front door, through which it easily crashed. It was
followed by the men, pushing the women aside.
They were stopped at the entrance to Hanes's room by Father Moore,
who shouted: "Stop! How dare you desecrate the room of a dead man!"
Most of the men were stopped by this, but the few bold ones who insisted on
looking were later able to tell the others it was true: they had seen Hanes
lying there, not a movement coming from him, his sheets half off, his shirt
and tie all ruffled, as if he'd had a very rough time in the end.
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JAMES ROBERTS

Nina:
SCENE FROM A PLAY

(The basement boiler room of what is, judging from the size of the
boiler and incinerator, a large apartment building. The walls are of grey
concrete, and the room is fairly clean, not betraying its age by its condition.
The incinerator is against the right wall; just behind it, in the right corner,
is the large boiler. Boxes and large, round fibre containers, overflowing with .
waste paper and other debris, stand against the rear wall. Above them, ad- I
mitting two feeble shafts of cold outside light, are two frosted windows. In |
the center of the stage stands a plain table with a rickety chair behind it,
and on the table sits a metal lunchbox. The left wall of the boiler room is
broken by a door; mops, pushbrooms, and an assortment of cleaning utensils
flank the door, which swings open to admit a short, powerful-looking man.
He is dressed in denim trousers and a faded shirt, and in each hand he
carries a waste-paper basket. As the man bends to set down the wastebaskets,
a rustling sound and the movement of one of the smaller boxes in the heap
against the wall indicate that he is not alone in the room. Dropping the
baskets, the man aims a vicious kick at the spot and succeeds only in kneckwaste contents onto the floor. With an expression
'If^jOVCr 3 k°X'
o isgust, the man stoops and picks up a handful of the spilled paper. He
crosses quickly and vigorously to the incinerator and flings open the door,
through which a bright glare is to be seen and from which a subdued roar
o flames is heard. Tossing a ball of paper into the furnace, he addresses
himself to the empty room.)
THE MAN. Damn rat! One day I catch you, pah! (Throws another ball
of paper into the fire.) Then you run 'round!
(He turns his attention to the rest of the spilled paper, which he gath..ers
into great handfuls and throws into the open door of the incinerator. When
the paper is cleaned up, he slams the furnace door and returns to the waste-
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baskets with which he had entered. Placing the first of them on the table, he
pulls a large, empty carton over to the side of the table. He then starts pull
ing the contents of the basket out, item by item. A milk carton, a balled-up
piece of waxedpaper, and a cereal box follow each other into the large carton.
Two empty cans are tossed into one of the cartons which stand against the
back wall. The next item to appear is a compactly-folded newspaper, which
the man carefully unfolds. After briefly scanning the revealed front page
of the paper, the man crosses the room and places it squarely on top of a
stack of newspapers. While he is crossing back, hammering rings loudly on
one of the many pipes which enter the room.)
THE MAN

(staring resentfully upward): You beat on my pipes, I beat
on your head. Pah! (He spits.)

(He resumes his sorting of the first wastebasket, and when it is empty
he turns his attention to the second. A variety of trash is drawn from the
second basket and is conveyed to the proper receptacles. The next item,
however, arrests the man's attention. It is a large doll, which he holds at
arm's length by the neck and inspects.)
THE MAN

(whistling): Jeesu Christ! Now what we got here? (He turns
the doll about.) Ain't you pretty, honey ?

(He tosses the doll head-first into the large carton, looks into the wastebasket, and then dumps the remaining contents of the basket into the
carton. Setting the baskets by the door, he returns to the table, pulls out the
chair, and sits down. He is just opening the lunchbox when a young man
of about eighteen enters the room. This young man is notable by reason of
the almost completely expressionless nature of his face. He is dressed in
baggy trousers and a sweater, and he appears to be flabby and uncoordinated
in his movements. The man at the table sees him enter.)
THE MAN: What you want here, boy ?
(The boy stares about the room blankly.)
THE MAN: Hey, what you want, huh? (Receiving no answer, he shrugs
and opens his lunchbox.)
THE BOY

(softly): Nee-Nah.

(The man looks up at him, frowning, then turns again to his lunch.)
THE BOY:

Nee-Nah.

THE MAN

(annoyed): Hey, you want somethin', you tell me, huh ? You
don' want nothin', you let me eat my lunch, huh?
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THE BOY

(crossing to the incinerator): Nee-Nah. (He makes small ges
tures with his hands, looking around the room stupidly.)

THE MAN: Hey, boy, you lookin' for somebody? Ain't no Nina down
here.
(At the man's mention of the name, the boy grows agitated, making
more spastic gestures. In an uncontrolled movement, one hand comes in
contact with the incinerator, and he quickly draws it back to his mouth.)
THE MAN (rising from the table and going toward the boy): Hey, boy,
you be careful. You burn yourself, you don't watch out! (He looks at the
boy oddly, as if aware that all is not as it should be.) Look, you burn your
self. (He opens the door of the incinerator, and immediately the boy's face
contorts in horror and he groans.)
THE BOY (extremely agitated): Nee-Nah! (He lunges toward the open
door of the incinerator, with his hands outstretched. The man prevents him,
pushing him back to the table. The boy is muttering and groaning, and he
still stares and strains toward the incinerator.)
THE MAN (holding the boy back): Hey, what's wrong with you? You
stay 'way from there!
(The boy still mutters unintelligibly, and the man looks at him with
increasing uneasiness, almost frightened.)
THE MAN (pushing the boy roughly toward the door of the room): Go
on! Out! Out, I got work to do! Don' you come down here botherin' me.
Go on!
(He pushes the boy out of the room and slams the door on him. Shaking
his head and looking frightened, he returns to the table. He sits down,
unwraps the sandwich, and takes a bite. But he does not chew, and he stares
worriedly at the door. He rises abruptly, looking at the still-open door of the
incinerator, and then he rummages in the large carton beside the table.
Producing the doll, he looks quickly at the door of the room, then at the
doll. Carrying the doll carefully in both hands, he advances slowly to the
incinerator, and finally, with an almost awed expression, he gently throws the
doll into the incinerator. He stands mute for a moment, staring into the
open door of the furnace with the glare of the flames reflected on his face.
Suddenly he reaches out and slams the incinerator door.)
THE MAN (turning back to the table): Damn' kid!

JAMES RAMBEAU

The Social Ethic in Cozzens' Novels
In the Social Ethic I am describing, however, man s obligation is in the here
and now; his duty is not so much to the community in a broad sense but to
the actual, physical one about him, and the idea that in isolation from it
or active rebellion against it—he might eventually discharge the greater
service is little considered.
—William H. Whyte, Jr., The Organization Man
One of the few mistakes Frederick Bracher makes in his book, The
Novels of James Gould Cozzens, is saying that Cozzens' later novels express
a "Calvinist view of man." Although this is qualified by calling it an "im
plicit theology," Mr. Bracher, in this first complete critical study of Cozzens'
novels, leaves the impression that there are, at least, religious overtones.
There are none (except in Men and Brethren, the story of an Episcopal
priest) unless one considers the social aspects of religion, about which
Cozzens has strong ideas indeed. It would be more accurate to say that the
heroes of the later novels live by the Social Ethic as described by Mr. Whyte.
In fact this description is a sketch of their entire way of life, or at least the
way they wish to live it.
The Social Ethic, which is expressed most fully in By Love Possessed
(1957), has been a long time in development. The major protagonists of
the four earliest novels (which Mr. Bracher calls "the kind of youthful ex
periment for which most writers are fortunate enough not to find a pub
lisher.") are, in fact, the direct antithesis of it. Confusion (1924) and Michael
Scarlett (1926) are portraits of promising young men from wealthy back
grounds who rebel against a society which they find weak and unsatisfactory.
Coc^ Pit (1928) and The Son of Perdition (1929) show men in rebellion
against a Cuban company society; the emphasis shifts significantly, how
ever, between the two. In Cocl^ Pit, Lancy Micks' fight against the society
is not only successful, but obviously admired by Cozzens. In 7 he Son of
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Perdition, the conflict between the company and the rebellious member of
it is settled in favor of the company, but the company representative, Joel
Stellow, has been humanized by the rebel, Oliver Findley. In this case,
society is tempered by the rebel.
In The Last Adam (1933), the rebellion becomes even milder; we find a
man working within the society of New Winton, Conn. Dr. George Bull
serves very well to point out a transition in Cozzens' idea of man in relation
to society; although contemptuous of it, Doctor Bull recognizes his need
for it. His contempt grows out of a Lawrence-like distrust of unsexed,
physically weak people. Described as "something unkillable . . . (with) a
good greedy vitality . . . never fed quite full," Doctor Bull manages singlehandedly to defeat a determined town meeting which has met to oust him
from his position. He succeeds in this because of a rude physical strength
which no one can match or even challenge. He then goes off to drink
whiskey with his mistress of many years, Janet Cardmaker, who has with
drawn from New Winton completely. But Doctor Bull is still the healer
and recognizes his basic responsibility to the town. During a typhoid epi
demic, he works around the clock, although he knows that his effort is
meaningless; he cannot prevent any deaths, nor will his ability be essential
to those who do survive.
However when man recognizes his need for the community and works
within it, he creates a need in the community for him. Both needs are
relative; the man needs some community, the community needs some man.
But if they are interchangeable, they are nonetheless necessary to each other
in some concrete relationship.
Here, then, is the first indication of a Social Ethic, though far from
conclusive. His rebellion is more muted than that of the earlier protagonists,
and it is accompanied by an acceptance of his duty. The transition is com
pleted in the next novel of this sort, Men and Brethren (1933). However,
Cozzens has dealt, in the two novels out of the mainstream of his writing,
with the other form of failure to do one's duty which Mr. Whyte has noted—
isolation—and this should be discussed first.
Cozzens deals with this theme in two ways. In SS. San Pedro (1931),
the lack of a group of men, isolated at sea, to form a purposeful community
results in their destruction. This lost group, in their failure to create some
authority on shipboard, cannot survive without it. In Castaway (1934), the
man alone is shown to be aimless, wanton, and destructive. Mr. Lecky, a
mysterious man in an otherwise deserted department store, is incapable of
doing anything rational; the implication is that in isolation there is no
purpose, for the community supplies purpose. Both novels indicate that
man needs the human world and must accept it, for in isolation there is
chaos, and in chaos, death.
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Having faced the necessity of working within the community, Cozzens
now starts to define how this may best be done. His answer becomes the
Social Ethic. Man must devote himself to the "here and now" community
com pletely (unlike Doctor Bull). This definition of the Ethic is a major
concern of Cozzens' "five major and characteristic" novels.
Men and Brethren explores this problem from the view of a priest.
Ernest Cudlipp, an Episcopal priest in New York City, is seen offering
solutions to the various problems of his parishioners; although approached
from a religious standpoint, there is also evidenced an awareness on his
part of the continued existence that they must lead in the community. He
arranges an abortion for one parishioner who has conceived during an
adulterous affair; he advises a monk who has left the order because of his
homosexuality to return to it. In each situation, the solution which Cudlipp
chooses is satisfactory both religiously and from the standpoint of the com
munity. Only by the abortion will the woman live to repent, for the knowl
edge of pregnancy has led her to attempt suicide; Cudlipp is confident that
the monk's problem is basically not homosexuality, but a revolt against the
Church that all intense believers must experience. The woman is allowed
to return to her husband, and the monk will be readmitted without com
ment or controversy. In the return to the community lies the only possibility
of resolving the religious problem. Cudlipp's solutions are made in the
interests of the individual's needs, and he recognizes the importance of
returning the people to the community as basic in the religious solution.
It is important to note that Cudlipp is not, and has no prospects of be
coming, a success in the church hierarchy. He is in fact contrasted with a
bishop who is mealy-mouthed and cautious. Cudlipp has not played the
religious game well; in his practical concern for his parishioners, he has
made some disapproved moves. He is fully aware of the consequence of this
on his career. Two facts become evident in this situation: 1), the community
must be considered in any decision to make that decision valid, and, 2), that
no solution of value is offered by the blind allegiance to any organized
religion.
Here we have another step in the development in the Social Ethic.
There is, in Cudlipp's attitude, the knowledge of the necessity of maintain
ing order in society. Cudlipp is not only fulfilling his role, but, as is the
further duty of the priest, making it possible for his parishioners to fulfill
theirs.
Asl( Me Tomorrow (1940) has for a hero a young man who learns the
necessity of accepting the Social Ethic during the course of the novel. His
chief obstacle is pride. Francis Ellery is a young writer, bitter about his
poverty, who tutors the son of a rich family. The immediate problem that
he faces is reconciling his duty to the family with the desire to continue a
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love affair. When the boy, Walter, has an asthma attack at a ski resort,
Ellery is forced to make his decision—his immediate duty is to the boy; any
other matter must be considered secondary to a fulfilling of his responsi
bility. The "here and now" obligation becomes the dominant fact.
In this novel, however, there is no necessity for a continuing acceptance
of the Ethic; the position of tutor, assumed for a definite length of time,
and for financial gain, will be shortly terminated. Ellery will then pre
sumably be free to pursue the love affair. The Social Ethic will not be the
standard by which all actions must always be judged; this final form is found
for the first time in The fust and The Unjust (1942).
Abner Coates is shown throughout as a person who lives by this Ethic.
It has been stated for him by his father the Judge (which shows that it
represents a continuing order, a law by which Abner is expected to live) :
Nobody promises you a good time or an easy time . . . the world gets up in
the morning and is fed and goes to work, and in the evening it comes home
and is fed and perhaps has a little amusement and goes to sleep. To make
that possible, so much has to be done . ..
Abner Coates, the good son, accepts this as the truth. He lives by it unspectacularly (in fact pretty dully) but well. All his actions are guided by
the awareness of responsibility; he is slow in a proposal of marriage because
of the acknowledgment of his duty to his paralyzed father, of the girl's duty
to her family, and of his duty to her, merit consideration in the Ethic before
any personal desires.
In fact, any matter of personal desire is considered cautiously. Coates is
the assistant District Attorney in a small town; when his superior announces
that he will not run again for office, Coates will be elected—and he knows
it—if he just says the word. But he finds this difficult, because of the obvious
gain which will be his; in fact, acceptance will pave the way for his mar
riage. But, because of this caution, Coates at first rejects the offer flatly. It is
when he realizes that he can fulfill his responsibilities better by accepting
the position that he reverses his decision and consents to run.
There is another reason for his original refusal to run. Coates has an
innate distaste for politics; pride, as in As{ Me Tomorrow, has to be over
come before Coates can see the best way in which to do his duty. He learns
ow to do this during the course of the novel. The main action is a murder
tria . Guilt has been established and the confessions made; the excitement
and most of the interesting work has been done. All that is left to the Dis
trict Attorney s office is the routine work of keeping the jury's attention
ocussed on the pertinent facts. This Coates admirably succeeds in doing. He
succeeds because, during the entire trial, he keeps in mind his specific duties
and performs them without question. He learns in this process to transfer
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unquestioning discipline into the realm of his personal life; and this leaves
no room for pride. The Social Ethic, which is latently expressed in his
father's words, finally becomes meaningful to him. As it becomes meaning
ful, so is he better equipped to understand his life and to organize it; based
as it is on the coherent Social Ethic, it will not be easy nor particularly
enjoyable, but at least meaningful.
Guard of Honor (1948) shows the results of a breakdown of the Social
Ethic. General Beal, in command of a Florida air base during the Second
World War, suffers a minor crackup caused by the unfamiliar and unattrac
tive duties of an administrative position. Destruction threatens during this
lapse; the question of segregation at the Officer's Club has led to demonstra
tions among the Negroes, relations between the air base and the nearby
town are strained, and a Negro officer has been beaten by a hot-tempered
white officer. Colonel Ross, the Air Inspector (and, significantly, a Judge in
civilian life), is forced by General Beal's lapse to try to save the day. He
assumes General Beal's responsibilities, while protecting him from any in
vestigation; he solves all the problems for the time being. When General
Beal regains his composure, Colonel Ross steps aside.
Colonel Ross has here carried the Social Ethic to the height that we find
expressed in Judge Coates' manifesto. Solutions to problems are always for
the time being; there is no suggestion that there will be no further manifesta
tions of the problems, that they won't recur tomorrow. But by meeting the
stipulations of the Ethic, Colonel Ross has averted chaos and kept his small
world from destroying itself. If it is threatened again tomorrow, perhaps
General Beal will, by correspondence to the same Ethic, be able to save it
again.
But perhaps the greatest example of living by this Ethic is Arthur
Winner, Jr., in By Love Possessed. For the first time since the early novels,
we are made aware of the inherent difficulty of living up to it; there is no
one who is consistent in doing so. Judge Coates' words, as well as others
spoken by the major characters, lend to each a prigishness which critics
have well noted. In By Love Possessed, however, the hero has made some
of the mistakes that are condemned in others. To be specific, Winner has
had an affair with the wife of his law partner and good friend, Julius
Penrose. This is made even more reprehensible when one considers that
Penrose is a cripple and that the affair began on the day of Winner's first
wife's death. Winner never confesses this to his friend Penrose, even when
Penrose's wife contemplates suicide as a result of the affair. He discovers
from Penrose the fact that he has known about it and has forgiven Winner
for it.
However, the affair is long past; and what is most important is that
Winner, the arch-fool, the weak sensualist, has managed to contain the
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memory and still attempt to live up to the Social Ethic. This accomplishes,
1 think, two ends: it proves the hollowness of the Ethic and also the neces
sity of living by it. Rather than allowing an awareness of his own weakness
destroy his life, Winner acknowledges his own failures and persists in an
attempt to do his duty. This duty is of course complicated by the past, and
Winner has to deal with that past every day. He finds it wiser to withhold
the matter from his second wife; he is forced to fend off an overeager friend
of Mrs. Penrose's. But he persists in doing so as he realizes that such actions
are necessary in continuing to do his duty. Perhaps his own failings help to
temper his dealing with other people. He discovers, for example, that the
theoretically incorruptible man, his other law partner Noah Tuttle, has made
an almost unforgivable mistake—in fact of law, he has embezzled. Winner's
reaction to this is to search for a quiet way in which to replace the money.
For what the Ethic dictates is to keep the world running as smoothly as
possible, and the revelation of this would create a panic. Winner manages
to repress the fact, and to arrange matters so that the old man will not know
that his error in judgment has been detected.
The Social Ethic in Cozzens has come full circle. In the first novels, it
is condemned; in the middle, it is a standard from which the hero cannot
deviate; in the last two novels, it is more organic, a framework in which
man must live but by which he cannot judge.
The rigidity by which the heroes in Cozzens' novels adhere to the Social
Ethic is the cause of a great deal of the critical controversy which occurred
after the publication of By Love Possessed. To consider it positively, it is
necessary to believe that those who live by it have arrived at it through
intelligent questioning. This is necessary because it is a negative philosophy,
or at least a very limited one. If the protagonists believe in it because they
consider it comfortable and concrete, provoking less problems than other
ways of life, if they believe in it because they are basically limited and
comfort-seeking people who crave only respectability, then Dwight Macdonald is correct when he labels them "novels of resignation." If, however,
these same protagonists have arrived at this Ethic through a process in which
they have learned that to be responsible entails a belief which the Social
Ethic expresses, then Stanley Edgar Hvman is right in saying that these
novels embody the "art of the possible."
I must agree with Mr. Hyman. In Men and Brethren and Guard of
Honor, we do not see how the heroes have arrived at the Social Ethic. But
in As{ Me Tomorrow, The Just and the Unjust, and By Love Possessed we
do. Those last are basically novels of education, told through the technique
of the central consciousness; Francis Ellery, Abner Coates, and Arthur
Winner, Jr. all arrive at it. All are decent, thoughtful men; all are ambitious
and seek responsibility. These are their traits; they must find a standard in
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which to believe, by which they can establish a rational existence for them
selves. The answer is, of course, the Social Ethic.
This rigidity is increased by the fact that the society which is usually
represented is a middle-class white Protestant small town, a society which
has not been explored seriously for some time. It means that all alien in
fluences are bad, and not to be trusted; most obviously, this means Roman
Catholics, Negroes, and Jews. All are unfalteringly portrayed. In the novels
in which they appear a Roman Catholic priest in Men and Bret hem is
unwilling to go to a woman's deathbed; in By Love Possessed, Roman
Catholicism is represented by Mrs. Pratt, a pathological meddler. Negroes
are always "all right in their place": they range from helpless T/5 Mortimer
Mclntyre in Guard of Honor to properly humble Alfred Revere in By Love
Possessed. There are two Jewish lawyers depicted—Mr. Servadei in The Just
and the Unjust and Mr. Woolf in By Love Possessed—around them both
there is a taint of shady dealings, an unattractive sharpness.
In general terms, however, the basis for the unflattering portraits is that
they all represent influences which upset the composure of the society they
are threats to the order which the heroes are struggling to maintain. Par
ticular faults may be imagined, but that these people may disrupt the society
is a reality, and the reason for the disruption (even if the reason is the
prejudices of the community's inhabitants) is of no consequence; they out
siders must be prevented from causing disorder, and it is the function of the
heroes to see that they are prevented.
There are also characters who represent the chaotic elements found
within every society, and they, like the outsiders, must be dealt with
severely. They strongly resemble, curiously enough, the heroes of the early
novels. But now they are threats, violators of the Social Ethic. Their actions
are irrational and selfish, and they always create problems. The prototype is
Guy Banning in The Last Adam, but there are others: John Wade in Men
and Brethren, Benny Carricker and Lieutenant Edsell in Guard of Honor,
and Warren Winner in By Love Possessed. All are promising in their youth,
most with superior educations and of superior mentality; something, how
ever, causes them to aimlessly rebel. They do not seem capable of accepting
the Ethic by which their fathers or foster-fathers live. As a result of the
rebellion, they destroy. Wade drives his lover to attempted suicide. Carricker
starts an incident with a Negro, Edsell creates a counter-incident. Warren
Winner kills himself and nine others by ignoring orders while flying. There
is no explanation of their behavior, but they destroy and must be repressed.
Wade is asked to leave the parish house where he has been staying. Carricked repents to some extent, but Lieutenant Edsell is threatened with a
court-martial.
Part of the responsibility of those who rule by the Social Ethic is that
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they must exclude or control disruptive elements, and all these types repre
sent disruption in the society about which Cozzens writes. He does not
concern himself with the omnipresent ethical problem—is this right, is this
fair, is this the way we should live?—but contents himself with the fact that
such people must be dealt with in order to maintain the organized society
as he understands it.
Elizabeth Janeway, in her review of Mr. Bracher's book, has touched
upon this controversy of "novels of resignation" vs. "the art of the possible"
when she says:
Cozzens doesn't see the world as static and society as fixed and immutable ...
For he sees society as fragile, constantly challenged, and supporting itself
only by almost superhuman efforts.
If we can accept this, we can accept Cozzens' thesis. But, unfortunately, the
Social Ethic seems to deny any evolution in the society—it is fixed and
immutable, and the "here and now" obligation which distinguishes the
Cozzens hero is also what so severely limits him. To believe that much in
the hero whose own belief is so short-sighted is impossible.
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